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and the gameplay is pretty solid. combat is direct-fire only, so youll want to know
how to aim and shoot accurately. theres no auto-aim or auto-fire, so youll have to
focus on your targets and hit the right buttons at the right time. theres a lot to
learn, but i was able to figure it out quite quickly. there are also some puzzle-solving
aspects in adera that were a lot of fun. most of the puzzles in the game revolve
around entering or opening a door. for example, if youre trying to enter a room and
its locked, youll need to find the key and insert it into the door. some of the puzzles
require that you use the environment to your advantage, and some require you to
find a certain object or combine objects. aderas environments are designed in a
way that makes solving the puzzles easier, which is always a good thing. the game
has a really nice, atmospheric feel to it as well. because it was an indie game,
theres not a lot of background music, which adds to the sense of wonder and
danger. this game is a perfect example of games that take advantage of the
windows 8 touch interface. the only problem i had with the gameplay was when
youre walking around environments, characters will often talk to you or interact
with you. aderas character models are really low-poly and just look a bit odd, and
most of the characters seem to have extremely stylized features. this causes the
characters to look out of place. there are also a lot of npc animations that are really
stiff and rigid, which can be off-putting if youre used to more fluid, natural-looking
animations. the cutscenes are some of the best things in adera. the graphics and
animations in them are really amazing, and theyre a great example of how you can
tell the story visually.
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i started playing adera episode 2 and it is better than the first one. the graphics are
very good. the story line is very good too. i recommend this game to anyone who

likes the hog genre. it is easy to get into and is fun to play. hopefully they will
continue to update adera in the future. it is a very good game and well worth your

time. i am an avid gamer and love the strategy genre. i have found so many games
to be lacking of substance, at least in my opinion. i was really interested to see

what adera was about. i downloaded the game and played it for about three hours. i
was glad that i did. i really like the story line. it was very well written and kept me
interested. the graphics were very good and i was able to appreciate the beauty of
the hand drawn art. overall, i am very happy with the game and would recommend
it to anyone interested in a different strategy game. thanks for the developers for

putting your time into this game. you have created a fun, interesting game. this is a
very good game. the first episode of adera has some serious issues and the

development team is working hard to fix them. i have been playing this game for a
couple months now and the issue i have had with it is that sometimes there are

items in the game that are not really connected to the story. it really throws me off
every time. i would recommend adera to people who have played a lot of hidden
object games and enjoy them. the graphics in adera are fantastic and while the

story line isnt that deep, it is still fun to play. i have been playing adera episode 1
and i think the game is fantastic! the art is very well done, the music is very good,
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and the hidden object gameplay is very fun. the story isnt very deep, but its very
well done. i would recommend this game to anyone who likes the hidden object

genre. if youre looking for a very good hidden object game on the windows store,
you will not be disappointed with adera. 5ec8ef588b
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